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Physics-based molecular representations are the cornerstone of all modern machine

learning techniques applied to solve chemical problems. While several approaches

exist to design ever more accurate fingerprints, the majority resolves in including

more physics to construct larger and more complex representations. Here, we present

an alternative approach to harness the complexity of chemical information into a

lightweight numerical form, naturally invariant under real-space transformations, and

seamlessly including the information about the charge state of a molecule. The Spec-

trum of Approximated Hamiltonian Matrices (SPAHM) leverages the information

contained in widely-used and readily-evaluated “guess” Hamiltonians to form a robust

fingerprint for quantum machine learning. Relying on the origin of the SPAHM finger-

prints and a hierarchy of approximate Hamiltonians, we analyze the relative merits

of adding physics into molecular representations and find that alternative strategies,

focusing more on the machine learning task, represent a clear route towards direct

improvements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern machine learning (ML) techniques are at the forefront of an unprecedented

methodological shift affecting virtually all fields of chemistry.1–5 Regardless of the chosen

application or algorithm, the predicting power of artificial intelligence in chemistry is ul-

timately related to the choice of a molecular representation, i.e. of a numerical descriptor

encoding all the relevant information about the chemical system.6–8

The crucial role of representations is mirrored by the intensive work that has been ded-

icated to find ever more reliable and widely applicable fingerprints.7,8 Although there are

effectively infinite ways to input the information about a molecule into a machine learning

algorithm, conceptually molecular representations could be subdivided into two main cat-

egories: cheminformatics and physics-based [or quantum machine learning (QML)] descrip-

tors. The first class relies on string-based fingerprints, such as SMILES9,10 and SELFIES,11

or on readily available and descriptive properties, such as the number of aromatic carbon

atoms, the shape index of a molecule, and its size,12–16 which are usually chosen using an a

priori knowledge about their correlation with the specific target.17 In contrast, the second

category of representations is inspired by the fundamental laws of physics that govern molec-

ular systems, in particular, the laws of quantum mechanics and the basic laws of symmetry.

A third category of chemical representations has been introduced very recently, relying on

artificial neural networks (and no human input) to infer suitable descriptors for the learning

exercise.18

As physics-based representations are rooted in fundamental laws, they are directly appli-

cable to any learning task, ranging from the regression of molecular properties to revealing

the relationship between molecules in large chemical databases. Although each of the exist-

ing descriptors has its own mathematical form and is conceptually different from the others,

they all share a common initial ingredient: the structure of the molecule in Cartesian coor-

dinates and the type of atoms that it contains. This starting point is not arbitrary and it is

intimately related to the connection between (static) molecular properties and the electronic

Hamiltonian Ĥ.

For a fixed nuclear configuration, the information about all the electronic properties of

a molecule is contained in the many-body electronic wavefunction Ψ(x1, ...,xn), as defined

by the Schrödinger equation. Since the electronic Hamiltonian defines Ψ(x1, ...,xn), the
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molecular information necessary to fix Ĥ is in principle sufficient for a non-linear model

to access any electronic property. The expression for all the universal (i.e. non-molecule

specific) terms of the Hamiltonian (e.g. kinetic energy) only require the knowledge of the total

number of electrons (N). In contrast, the external potential (the electron-nuclear attraction

potential) also depends on the position of the nuclei {RI} and their charges {ZI}.
19 Under

the assumption of charge neutrality (i.e. N =
∑

I
ZI), RI and ZI uniquely fix the form of the

Hamiltonian and thus represent the only required information to characterize the electronic

wavefunction and molecular quantum chemical properties.

Since no two different molecules have the same Hamiltonian, any representation that relies

upon RI and ZI is guaranteed to satisfy the injectivity requirement of machine learning, i.e.

there must be a one-to-one map between the representation of a molecule and its properties.

Nonetheless, injectivity is not the only condition necessary for efficient and transferable

learning. A representation must encode the same symmetries as the target property upon any

transformation of real-space coordinates: rotation, reflection, translation, and permutation

of atoms of the same species.6,20,21 Moreover, a representation should be continuous and

differentiable, as an underlying assumption of statistical learning is the smoothness of the

target properties.22,23 Existing physics-based representations differ in the way they use or

transform the RI and ZI to comply with these two additional requirements.

Despite the differences in mathematical formulation and physical basis, the QML rep-

resentations can be classified into three main families. The first contains all those repre-

sentations that simply use an internal system of coordinates (directly or upon non-linear

transformations) to account for the space-transformation invariances of scalar molecular

properties. This class was historically the first appearing in the field and includes well-

known representations such as Coulomb Matrix (CM),24,25 Bag of Bonds (BoB),26 many-

body tensor representation (MBTR),27 permutation invariant polynomials (PIPs),28–32 and

graph-based representations.33 The second family of physics-based representations is charac-

terized by descriptors mimicking a density of particles. Most notable representations in this

category are Behler–Parrinello symmetry functions,34–36 the smooth overlap of atomic posi-

tions (SOAP),6,21 the N -body iterative contraction of equivariant features (NICE)37 and the

atomic cluster expansion (ACE).38–40 The third and last category includes all those repre-

sentations that mimic a potential, among which probably the most well-known are (atomic)

Spectrum of London and Axilrod–Teller–Muto potential [(a)SLATM],41 the long-distance
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equivariant (LODE) representation,42 FCHL18,43 and FCHL19.44

Modern QML representations try to incorporate ever more physics by, for instance, in-

creasing the many-body order expansions,37–40 including non-local information,42 or even by

adding equivariance directly in the fingerprints.21,37 While this approach has improved the

overall accuracy of the machine learning models, it has also led to a generalized increase in

the size of the descriptors.8 Larger representations are not only detrimental from a compu-

tational perspective, but they also pose a potential threat to the robustness of the regression

models.45,46 As these problems undermine the efficiency of the learning, most of the recent

research has focused on the development of reliable feature selection and sparsification tech-

niques, capable of filtering out of the representation all the unnecessary information.47–49

A conceptually different approach is to design simpler, yet physically robust, QML repre-

sentations. In this work, we propose the Spectrum of Approximated Hamiltonian Matrices

(SPAHM). SPAHM looks back at the origin of physics-based fingerprints and uses the di-

agonalization of the electronic Hamiltonian as the central ingredient to generate an input

for machine learning algorithms. Naturally, the effective Hamiltonian matrix (Fock matrix)

is not a suitable choice to build a representation, as it is the final product of a converged

self-consistent field (SCF) computation. Nonetheless, any quantum chemical computation

needs a reasonable low-cost Ansatz to initiate the SCF procedure, usually in the form of an

approximated Hamiltonian matrix. These matrices are all cheaper to compute than a single

SCF iteration and form a controlled hierarchy of increasing complexity and accuracy that

is readily computed for any given molecular system. Using well-established SCF guesses, we

construct a collection of molecular representations and test their accuracy and their learning

abilities for the regression of several quantum chemical properties. The SPAHM represen-

tations are lightweight, physically and chemically motivated, naturally invariant under the

basic symmetries of physics, and, in contrast to existing QML representations, include seam-

lessly the information about the number of electrons and, in principle, the spin state of a

molecule.
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FIG. 1. Left. Learning curves in logarithmic scale for (a) atomization energies, (b) dipole moments,

(c) HOMO energies and (d) HOMO–LUMO gaps. The color code reflects the different representa-

tions. Right. Illustrative example of the sizes of the CM, SPAHM, and SLATM representations. All

the Hamiltonians were evaluated in the MINAO50 minimal basis.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Learning Curves

To assess the ability of the SPAHM representations to learn and their overall accuracy,

we trained a kernel ridge regression (KRR) model on the QM7 database24,51 to target four

quantum chemical properties. Each of these quantities has been chosen as it is representative

of a particular category. Atomization energies are both routinely used to assess the quality of

ML models and represent a broader class of extensive (i.e. size-dependent) thermodynamic

properties.24,52 Dipole moments are traditionally used in quantum chemistry as proxies of the

quality of the wavefunction. The HOMO energies are intensive (i.e. size-independent) quan-

tities. Finally, the HOMO–LUMO gap allows probing the quality of both frontier orbitals

and simultaneously tests the additivity of errors in the KRR models.
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The QM7 dataset was randomly divided into a training set of 5732 molecules and a

test set containing the remaining 1433 compounds, corresponding to an 80%–20% split. For

each molecule, we constructed the SPAHM representations by diagonalizing the different

“guess” Hamiltonians in a minimal basis set (MINAO,50 see Section IV) and using the sorted

occupied eigenvalues as the KRR fingerprint. The occupied orbital energies carry information

about both the atom types (core-orbital eigenvalues), the general electronic structure of the

molecule (core and valence), and the total number of electrons. In addition, the eigenvalues

of a Hamiltonian are naturally invariant under all real-space transformations (permutation,

translation, rotation) and the size of the occupied set is independent of the choice of the

atomic orbital basis.

The learning curves for all the SPAHM representations are reported in Figure 1. In addi-

tion, we report the curves of the original version (eigenvalue) Coulomb matrix (CM)24 and

SLATM,41 as the first has a similar size and diagonalization philosophy as SPAHM and the

second is an example of a widely-used global representation.

In the Figure 1, the SPAHM representations are indicated by the type of approximate

Hamiltonian used for their construction. Although it is rather complex to establish a defini-

tive hierarchy of self-consistent-field guesses, it is always possible to provide a more quali-

tative trend based on the amount of physics that each guess includes. The diagonalization

of the core Hamiltonian (Hcore) and the generalized Wolfsberg–Helmholz (GWH)53 are the

simplest approximations, as they do not try to model any two-electron term. Building on the

GWH guess, the extended Hückel method uses approximate ionization potentials as diagonal

terms and it is generally more robust.54 The superposition of atomic densities (SAD)55,56 is

another popular choice that however only produces a density matrix (DM). Nonetheless, it

is rather straightforward to construct a complete Hamiltonian matrix (including the one-

and two-electron terms) by contracting the SAD density matrix with a potential of choice

(Hartree–Fock or any exchange-correlation density functional). We report the SAD learn-

ing curve in Figure 1 using the PBE0 potential, as all the properties were computed with

this functional. Finally, the superposition of atomic potentials (SAP)57,58 and the Laikov–

Briling (LB)59 guesses use effective one-electron potentials to construct sophisticated, yet

computationally lightweight, guess Hamiltonians.

Besides the internal hierarchy, the accuracy of all the SPAHMs is always comprised be-

tween SLATM and the eigenvalues of Coulomb Matrix. While SLATM consistently out-
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performs the SPAHM representations, the difference with the most robust guesses (LB and

SAD) is usually much smaller than the accuracy of the functional itself (∼ 5 kcal/mol).60

Importantly, SLATM is also three orders of magnitude larger than SPAHM on QM7. The

significant difference in the extent of the representation is crucial from an efficiency per-

spective, as the number of features dictates the computational effort of constructing the

kernel matrix for an equal size of the training set. While lightweight, efficient, and naturally

accounting for the charge state of molecules, we only tested a few well-known Hamiltonians

for building SPAHM. As the performance of SPAHM is largely independent from the choice

of the basis set or potential (see Supplementary Information), it is necessary to consider

alternative strategies to improve its accuracy. The heavy dependence of the learning on the

quality of the parent Hamiltonian suggests that the construction of “better guesses” is the

correct direction. Nonetheless, as discussed in Section II B, better guesses does not necessarily

mean “improved quantum chemical approximate Hamiltonians” (i.e. closer to the converged

Fock matrix), but rather the construction of simpler, systematic Hamiltonians specifically

optimized for the learning task.

B. Physics and noise
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FIG. 2. Learning curves (in logarithmic scale) of atomization energies for SPAHM based on the

converged PBE0 Fock matrix and on the LB Hamiltonian, with an increasing (pseudo-)random

perturbation added to the representation vector. The perturbation max. magnitude is reflected in

the legend. For comparison, a learning curve for a fully-random representation is shown. All the

Hamiltonians (including converged PBE0) were evaluated in the MINAO50 minimal basis.
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In general, the accuracy of the different SPAHM representations (Figure 1) follows the

same trend as the complexity of the underlying SCF guess. This result seems to suggest

that the more physics is included in the approximate Hamiltonian, the easier is the learning

exercise for the corresponding SPAHM representation. To test the robustness of this conclu-

sion, we constructed a test representation using the converged PBE0 Hamiltonian matrix

(Figure 2, label PBE0). As already mentioned, any representation based on the converged

Fock matrix is both too expensive and worthless for practical machine learning, since it

is always possible to (upon diagonalization) use the converged wavefunction to compute

any desired quantum chemical property. Nonetheless, this test is essential, as it pushes the

physics of SPAHM to the limit. Figure 2 shows that PBE0 is not the best representation

when regressing the atomization energies and even some SPAHMs outperform its accuracy.

As the SCF changes the eigenvalues of each molecule independently from the others, the

relationship between the feature vectors also varies unconcertedly. This sparsification of the

data in the representation space effectively decreases the correlation between the features

and the target properties and worsens the learning.

The performance of the converged Fock matrix versus more approximated (and compu-

tationally cheaper) Hamiltonians shows that “more physics” is not necessarily the key to

better learning. Yet, the relative ordering of the guess Hamiltonians suggests that higher-

quality potentials correlate with the best representations. The question associated with the

relevance of the physics could be generalized and one could ask if there is the need for

any physics at all or random featurization could lead to the same (or better) results.61 In

addition, SPAHM representations are so small (33 features for QM7) with respect to the

size of the dataset (7165 molecules), that the learning could be the result of random cor-

relations between the features and the target properties. Overall, it is still unclear if any

random (i.e. not physically motivated) perturbation of SPAHM could lead to better learning.

To analyze the behavior of our most robust representation upon random perturbation, we

modify SPAHM(LB) by adding an increasing (pseudo-)random perturbation sampled from

a uniform distribution and testing its accuracy on the QM7 database.

Figure 2 shows that, for the smallest perturbation tested (magnitude max. 0.001), the

original and the modified learning curves are almost indistinguishable, except for a non-

significant difference due to the shuffling of the training set. As the allowed random noise in-

creases, we observe the systematic and progressive worsening of the learning exercise towards
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the limit of physically meaningless random numbers. As the magnitude of the perturbation

increases, the physics in the representation fades, the error increases, and the learning curves

become flatter. This demonstrates that the performance of SPAHM is not just a consequence

of a random correlation between the feature vectors and the properties.

C. Core and Valence
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FIG. 3. Learning curves (in logarithmic scale) for the SPAHMs based on the LB Hamiltonian with

core, valence, and the full occupied eigenvalues sets used as representations. All the Hamiltonians

were evaluated in the MINAO50 minimal basis.

Besides any consideration about the relative importance of physics, the SPAHM repre-

sentations are still the eigenvalues of (approximate) electronic Hamiltonians. As such, it is

relevant to try to rationalize how the different parts of SPAHM contribute to the learning.

As for any set of eigenvalues, it is always possible to divide any SPAHM representation into

its core and valence parts. The core orbital energies do not vary significantly for the same

atom in different molecules and therefore naturally track the number and the types of nuclei
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across the database. In contrast, the valence set is a fingerprint of the chemistry and the

bonding patterns proper to each molecule.

Figure 3 shows the learning curves for the SPAHMs based on the LB Hamiltonian with

core, valence, and the full occupied eigenvalues sets taken as representation vectors. While

the valence set results in a consistently better learning than the core, both are necessary

to achieve the overall accuracy of SPAHM(LB) with the exception of the HOMO energies.

For the HOMO eigenvalues, the valence set can be considered an alternative type of ∆-

learning,62 where the approximate baseline (approximate HOMO energies) are the input of

the kernel itself, rather than corrected a posteriori. Importantly, core orbital energies are

not sufficient information to accurately regress the atomization energies, but the valence set

error is also twice as large as the total SPAHM. Therefore, while the information about the

chemical bonding is more relevant for the general performance, the information about the

number and the type of nuclei in the molecules is essential to improve the learning.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we proposed a lightweight and efficient quantum machine learning represen-

tation, capable of naturally accounting for the charge state of molecules by leveraging the

information contained in standard quantum chemical “guess” Hamiltonians. Using the QM7

database, we tested the performance of a hierarchy of representations for a set of four rep-

resentative quantum chemical properties. The performance of the SPAHM representations

follows the same qualitative trend as the one describing the amount of physics encoded in

the parent approximate Hamiltonian. Nonetheless, we also find that the trend stops when

pushing the physics to the limit and using the fully converged Fock matrices to construct

the representation. Since increasingly adding physics is not the roadmap for the potential

improvement of the SPAHM representations, alternative strategies have to be analyzed. A

particular appealing plan is the development of ML-oriented “guesses” that sacrifice resem-

blance to the converged Hamiltonians, to promote formal simplicity and being systematic

across molecular databases. Sharing the same conceptual origin of this work, an alternative

strategy consists in representing molecules for ML using the approximate Hamiltonian ma-

trix itself, its eigenvectors, or the resulting density matrices. Together with the SPAHMs,

these descriptors form a more comprehensive class of Hamiltonian-centered fingerprints that
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is conceptually alternative to any existing quantum machine learning representation.

IV. METHODS

Out of the total set of 7165 molecules24, 5732 molecules were randomly selected as the

training set and the remaining 1433 as the test set. The hyperparameters for each represen-

tation were optimized with a grid search using a 5-fold cross validation procedure and the

learning curves were computed using random sub-sampling (5 times per point). The opti-

mization and regression code was written in Python using the numpy63 and scikit-learn64

libraries. The QML65 package was used to construct the CM and SLATM representations.

While the atomization energies were taken as computed in the original QM7 reference24

(PBE0 in a converged numerical basis), the other three properties (norm of dipole moment,

HOMO energies and HOMO–LUMO gap) were computed at PBE066/cc-pVQZ67,68 level.

The initial guesses were obtained in a minimal basis (MINAO50). All quantum chemical

computations were made with a locally modified version of PySCF.69,70. The codes used in

this paper are included in a more comprehensive package called Q-stack (https://github.

com/lcmd-epfl/Q-stack). Q-stack is a library and a collection of stand-alone codes, mainly

programmed in Python, that provides custom quantum chemistry operations to promote

quantum machine learning.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The data and the model that support the findings of this study are freely available in

Materials Cloud.

CODE AVAILABILITY

The code is available in Q-stack (https://github.com/lcmd-epfl/Q-stack) and as a

separate Github repository at https://github.com/lcmd-epfl/SPAHM.
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